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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the details of our system for NTCIR-9
RITE. We sent 3 runs for each of the four sub-tasks: CT-BC, CTMC, CS-BC, and CS-MC. Our approach to the NTCIR-9 RITE
task is based on the standard supervised learning classification.
We integrate available computational linguistic resources of
Chinese language processing to build the system in a statistical
natural language processing approach. First, we observed the
training corpus and list all possible features. Second, we test the
features on training data and find features that can be used to
identify textual entailment. The features include surface text,
semantic and syntactical information, such as POS tagging, NER
tagging, and dependency relation. An automatic annotation
subsystem is built to annotate the training corpus. Finally, the
annotated data is used in training statistical models and build the
classifier for the RITE 1 subtasks.

(contradiction / independence) in a text pair” [2]. The relation
between t1 and t2 might be forward entailment, that is, the
information in t2 can be deduced from t1 but t2 cannot entail t1.
On the other hand, if the information in t1 can be deduced from t2
but t1 cannot entail t2, this relation is called reverse entailment.
Bi-direction entailment means both forward and reverse relations
exist. Another relation is contradiction, which means the
information in t1 is inconsistent to the information in t2, either
contradict or cannot be true at the same time. If not in the
previous four relation, then t1 and t2 are independent. Examples
of the five relations are given in Table 1. Most of the entailment
examples listed here can be regarded as paraphrase [3]. Both t1
and t2 have many terms in common. It is easier for computer to
check paraphrasing relation than complex entailment relation. In
this paper, our analysis focuses on the paraphrasing part of the
textual entailment problem.
Table 1. Examples of five entailment relations
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1. INTRODUCTION
Textual Entailment is an important NLP issue; it is hard and has
many potential applications [1]. In NTCIR-9 RITE shared task,
there are two subtask in both traditional Chinese and simplified
Chinese. The binary-class (BC) subtask is “Given a text pair (t1,t2)
identify whether t1 entails (infers) a hypothesis t2 or not”, and the
multi-class (MC) subtask is “5-way labeling task to detect
(forward / reverse / bidirectional) entailment or no entailment

Bidirectional
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example
u2ǺВҁਔ໔3122!ԃ4!Д22!ВǴВҁࠤ
ᑜวғ᭰Мೕኳ:/1மǴԝѨᙫऊ4
ӭΓ!)Japan time March 11, 2011, Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake
occurred, causing casualties of about 30,000
people missing or death)!
u3ǺВҁਔ໔3122!ԃ4!Д22!ВǴВҁࠤ
ᑜวғ᭰Мೕኳ:/1ம!(Japan time March
11, 2011, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, a
magnitude 9.0 earthquake occurred)!
u2Ǻऍ୯Ьߞຑભவനଯ˽˽˽ޑፓफ़
 ભ  ˽ ˽ ډɠ!(U.S. sovereign credit rating
downgraded from the highest level of AAA to
AA +)!
u3Ǻऍ୯Ьߞຑભவനଯ˽˽˽ޑፓफ़
ભ˽˽ډɠǴஒԋऍ୯ԃॷޑສԋҁ
ቚуऊίሹऍϡ!(U.S. sovereign credit
rating downgraded from the highest level of
AAA to AA+, will result in increasing the
borrowing costs for the United States each year
about one hundred billion U.S. dollars)!
u2 Ǻ ᇯ  ฦ ӧ Ѓ ୷ ථ  ڶऍ ै  װᔐ ύ ԝ Ϋ
(Osama bin Laden died in Pakistan under the
U.S. military attack)!
u3ǺЃ୷ථڶऍैװᔐύఠԝᇯฦ!(U.S.
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the expressions in a formal way for further computation, such as
exact matching, partial matching, duration comparison, and etc.

forces kill bin Laden in Pakistan attack)!

Contradiction

u2ǺᏢ϶ӧ2:72!ԃ8!Д21!ВǴғܭ३
ෝǴᝤϺࢭ(Jacky Cheung in the July 10,
1961, was born at Hong Kong, native of
Tianjin)!
u3ǺᏢ϶ғ ܭ2:71 ԃ(Jacky Cheung was
born in 1960)!

Table 2. Examples of time expressions
Type
Chinese only
Full type digit with
Chinese
Half type digit with
Chinese
Digit only
Duration

u2 Ǻ Ꮏ  ᆶ ȹ 㫆 ም  ᇬ ȹ ଭ  ம ่ ஆ
(Gigi married with the “disability rich” Mating
Jiang married)!
Independence

u3᧶ଭமࣁ३ෝȸܿБൔიȹബᒤΓ
ϐଭெӵϐη(Mating Jiang is the son of
Ma Xi Ru, one of the founders of Hong Kong,
"the Oriental Press Group")ġ

Time expressions in text
ΐΐΎԃΒДЅΟВ!
˞˦˦ˤԃ˟Д˟ˠВ!
2::8ԃ3Д34В!
2:::.16.18!
2:::ԃߏۯԿ3112ԃ!

3.1.2 Background knowledge matching and
substitution

2. Research Methodology
There are many different approaches are used on textual
entailment recognition in English, such as theorem proofing
[4][5][6][7], using different semantic resources like WordNet [8]
[9]. Our research methodology is based on the standard
supervised learning classification [10]. Given a training corpus,
we integrate available computational linguistic resources of
Chinese language processing to build the system in a statistical
natural language processing approach. The developing stages can
be described as follows. At the first stage, we observed the
training corpus and list all possible features. The features include
surface text, semantic and syntactical information, such as POS
tagging, NER tagging, and dependency relation. At the second
stage, we implement how to extract the features form the training
set. An automatic annotation subsystem is built to annotate the
training corpus. At the third stage, we build a classification system
and test the features on training data in a 10 fold cross validation
way and find which features are more useful on textual entailment
recognition. Finally, the classification system is used in the RITE
tasks.

The second goal of the preprocessing module is to substitute
terms with their synonyms to simplify the need of matching in the
following steps. The synonyms are collected from Wikipedia. The
time express and location express are also treated as a synonym
substitution problem.
There is another issue about the time expression is the year era of
different dynasties in Chinese or Japanese history. For example,
the year of “Ḧ昮(Qianlong)” is 1735, and the year of “㗕
(Showa)” is 1925. The time expressions need to be normalized
with background knowledge.
Another similar requirement is the acronyms of locations need to
be expanded into the full expression before text matching. For
example, “Ѡǵӑǵऍ” refers to “Taiwan, India, and the United
States”, therefore, it is normalized into “Ѡ(Taiwan)ǵӑࡋ
(India)ǵऍ୯(U.S.A)”.

Input (H1, H2) pairs

Preprocessing

3. System architecture
The flowchart of our system is shown in Figure 1. The basic
components are “preprocessing”, “word segmentation”, “Chinese
character conversion”, “feature extraction” and “SVM” classifier.

Word
Segmentation

3.1 Preprocessing
In this implementation, all the terms that have the same meaning
in both t1 and t2 will be replaced to the same term, thus safe the
time of matching in later steps. This is a short cut to integrate
semantic information into the system.

3.1.1 Normalizations
One of the goals of the preprocessing module is to normalize the
expression in sentences. In our system, the preprocessing module
normalizes the terms in parentheses as a synonym of the term in
front of the parentheses. Since parentheses in document usually
represents the transliteration or translation. For example, in “干媦
㭼 㟠 ḳ 㓭 ( ↯ 䇦 媦 居 ⇑ 㟠 ḳ 㓭 )”, the term in parentheses is
another translation of the same term, “Chernobyl nuclear
accident”.
There are many ways to represent time in Chinese text. For
example, table 2 shows several cases. Our preprocessing module
also normalizes the expressions of time in Chinese. We normalize
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Chinese Character
Conversion
Feature
extraction

SVM
(Training/Test)

Classification
Result
ġ
Figure 1. System flowchart
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is promising; however, in our experimental results, the
performance drops slightly with it.

3.2 Word Segmentation and Chinese
character conversion
The word segmentation toolkit in used is the ICTCLAS word
segmentation system [24], which is provided by the Institute of
Computing Technology Chinese Academy of Sciences. The
toolkit functions include word segmentation, POS tagging, NE
recognition, new word identification, and customized dictionary.
Since the Stanford parser [23] that we used can only take
simplified Chinese [22], we must convert the character set for
traditional Chinese subtasks. The character conversion tool in
used is Google translate [25].

3.3.2 Time mapping
When we observe the training data, we found that many pairs
have time expressions as an important part of its meaning.
Therefore, we analyzed the matching types as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Examples of time expression matching types
Matching type

Exact match

3.3 Feature extraction
The features used in our system are listed here, most of them were
used in previous textual entailment recognition works [11]:
1.unigram_recall
2.unigram_precision
3.unigram_F_measure
4.log_bleu_recall
5.log_bleu_precision
6.log_bleu_F_measure
7.difference in sentence length (character)
8.absolute difference in sentence length (character)
9.difference in sentence length (term)
10.absolute difference in sentence length (term)
11.Sub-tree mapping
12.Time mapping

Partial match (1)

Partial match (2)

No match

The first three features measure how similarity between t1 and t2
according to the common Chinese character. Where unigram
recall, precision, and F measure can be interpreted as the
percentage of t1’s characters in t2, the percentage of t2’s
characters in t1, and the geometric average of the two percentages
respectively.
Then our system use bleu as another three features [12][13]. Bleu
was designed as a way to measure the quality of machine
translation by comparing the n-grams in the text and its translation.
[20][21] Our system treats t1 as the original text and t2 as its
translation and gets the log Bleu recall, log Bleu precision, and
log Bleu F measure values.
The following four features are the comparison of the sentence
lengths of t1 and t2. Our system counts the difference of sentence
lengths of t1 and t2 according to characters or terms, and also
provides the absolute values as another two features.
These features can be treated as surface features after
preprocessing. We also tested another two advanced features in
our system.

3.3.1 Sub-tree mapping
The syntax of a sentence is also important issue. The dependency
in a sentence [15] has been used to identify the paraphrasing
relation [14]. There are several previous works suggest different
way to measure the similarity between two parsed trees, such as
tree editing distance [17][18][19]. Sub-tree mapping is a way to
calculate the similarity between two sentences by comparing the
parsing trees of two sentences. [16] We believe that tree mapping

Examples
u2ǺᏵдޕ܌Ǵ೭ࢂᅟථ२ࡋୖуഓ
ఛ.ԁಭᖻǴԶᅟථӛࢂݙ
ख़ӼӄǵߚதᙣޑΓǴд׳གྷୖу
3111ԃ
ԃഓఛ༫ၮԁಭᖻǶ(Year 2000)!
u3Ǻ3
3111ԃ
ԃ༫ၮӧഓఛᖐᒤ(Year 2000)!
u2ǺऩఈߥΒШ
ΐΎΖԃ
ԃΜДΜ
ϤВᒧࣁ௲(ے1978.10.10)!
u3ǺऩఈߥΒШܭ22:89ԃ
ԃ௲ے
(1978)!
u2ǺࠖԎ!22:32ԃ
ԃ7Д9Врғ
(1921.06.08)!
u3ǺࠖԎȐTvibsupǴ҇໔தҔ
ȨTpfibsupȩǴ22:32ԃ7Д9Вɡ3119
ԃ2
2Д3
38Вȑ(1921.06.08 to 2008.01.27)!
u2Ǻ᛬ᒉ22:98ԃаȨआଯȩ৾Π࢙
݅ቹߎᅜዛ(1987)!
u3Ǻ࢙݅ႝቹᔈ၀ࢂ᛬ᒉޑᅽӦǶ
2:99ԃǴдᏤޑȠआଯȡគளΑന
٫ቹТߎᅜዛǴԋࣁύ୯ႝቹޑ२ঁߎ
ᅜዛ(1988)!

Table 4. Number of the three matching types in TC training
set
!

F

R

I

B

C

Exact
match

9

17

3

30

17

Partial
match

12

8

7

0

0

No match

1

1

2

0

7

According to Table 4, this feature is very useful to identify the
Bidirectional entailment in training set. Unfortunately, it is not
that useful in the test.

3.4 Support vector machine
The SVM tool used in our system is the LIBSVM [26], which can
be used to train both binary class classifier and multiple class
classifiers.

4. Experiment Result
In this section, we report the experiment results on training set
and test set.

4.1 Result on training set
In order to find which features might give best result, several
different settings of experiments were conducted. Our system is
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trained and tested with 10 fold cross validation on the given 421
training pairs. The best result is shown in Table 5. In that setting,
the first 10 features in our feature list are used.
Table 5. Best 10 fold cross validation result of training set
Subtask

Accuracy

CT-BC

0.7381

CT-MC

0.5368

N

156

291

447

Upubm

450

450

900

ġ
Table 10. The confusion matrix of CT-MC-02 run
!
Qsfejduf
e

Bduvbm
F

R

B

C

I

!
Upubm

4.2 Formal run results

F

98

2

29

18

34

181

The best result of our system in the formal run is shown in Table 6.
In that runs, the first 10 features in our feature list is used. The
performance of runs with 12 features is lower than the run with 10
features. Note that we use only the traditional Chinese training set
in our training phrase, and use the same model to test both
traditional Chinese test set and simplified Chinese test set.

R

31

147

24

43

76

321

B
C
I
Upubm

17
8
26

16
1
14

95
25
7

40
60
19

23
5
42

191
99
108

180

180

180

180

180

900

ġ

Table 6. Best result of each run in RITE 1
Subtask

Accuracy

III_CYUT_NTHU CS-BC-02

0.683

III_CYUT_NTHU CS-MC-02

0.590

III_CYUT_NTHU CT-BC-02

0.650

III_CYUT_NTHU CT-MC-02

0.491

4.3 RITE4QA results

The following tables are the confusion matrices of our best runs
for each subtask:
Table 7. The confusion matrix of CS-BC-02 run
Qsfejduf
e

Bduvbm!

The best result of our system in the RITE4QA is shown in Table
11. In that runs, the first 10 features in our feature list is used. The
performance of runs with 12 features is higher than the run with
10 features. Note that we use both the traditional Chinese and
simplified Chinese training set in our training phrase, and use the
same model to test both traditional Chinese test set and simplified
Chinese test set. Therefore, the test results are exactly the same.
ġ
Table 11. Best result of RITE4QA in RITE 1

Upub
m

Y

N

Y

172

38

210

N

91

106

197

Upubm

263

144

407

Subtask

Accuracy

RITE1-III_CYUT_NTHU-CSRITE4QA

0.7525

RITE1-III_CYUT_NTHU-CTRITE4QA

0.7525

ġ

ġ

Table 12. The confusion matrix of both CT and CS-RITE4QA
Table 8. The confusion matrix of CS-MC-02 run
!

Bduvbm

Qsfejdu
fe

!
Upubm

!
Qsfejduf
e

Y

N
66

97

Bduvbm

!
Upubm

F

R

B

C

I

Y

31

F

61

0

5

5

10

81

N

99

486

585

R

8

76

4

11

32

131

Upubm

130

552

682

B

8

8

50

24

6

96

C

11

0

12

34

3

60

I

13

7

0

0

19

39

Upubm

101

91

71

74

70

407

ġ
Table 9. The confusion matrix of CT-BC-02 run
Qsfejduf
e
Y

Bduvbm
Y

N

294

159

Upub
m
453

ġ

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports our system in the RITE1 CT-BC, CT-MC, CSBC, and CS-MC. Although the process is almost the same, but the
results in each subtasks are quite different. In the CT-BC subtask,
the accuracy of our system is 0.650, which is quite high among all
participant systems, while the accuracy values in other subtasks
are not that well. Our system is build for simplified Chinese;
therefore, it has better performance in CS runs than in CT runs.
However, the differences between CS runs and CT runs are quit
different. In BC subtask, the difference is 0.03, and in the MC
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subtask, the difference is 0.10. Since we used only the traditional
Chinese training set in our training phrase and test our system on
both traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese, we can conclude
that the test set of simplified Chinese is different but not very
different from the test set of traditional Chinese.
According to the experience on the system developing, we find
that it takes a lot of time to build background knowledge. For
example, the era name of Chinese or Japanese must be converted
into the same representation before time matching. Geographical
knowledge is also necessary to determine the relation between two
place names. The knowledge is beyond the content of any normal
size training set and linguistic knowledge.
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